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MediaNewsPlay
MediaNewsPlay can operate in three modes: managing the rundown created with
MediaNews (the SI Media application for NRCS) or "stand alone" where stories and their
contents to put on air are added manually by the user or using the “MOS protocol” in
order to interface all the third party Newsroom Computer Systems MOS in compliance.

MediaNewsPlay manages the broadcasting of news events, handling the integration
between playout and the world of news.

Key Features:


Full playback control of the media



Capability of editing (cut-cut) onthe-fly



Device Control : Master Control
Switcher, CG and Teleprompter



Full compatible with NLEs and 3rd
party NRCS via MOS protocol



Manual/Automatic playout video
server with A/B Roll support

http://www.si-media.tv
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Full playback control of the media
MediaNewsPlay through a command bar located in the
center of the screen provides maximum control over the
clips present in the rundown and allows the user to play a
clip, stop it, go to the next one, loop or pause it. All of
these features can be managed through the use of a Jog &
Shuttle device or similar.
A countdown shows the time remaining at the end of the
story on air, and MediaNewsPlay informs the user also
about the duration of the rundown.

http://www.si-media.tv
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Graphics and text insertion
MediaNewsPlay is able to manage the graphics on air in automatic or manual mode.
In this way the management of graphics and text insertion becomes extremely flexible.
The integration with MediaCG Live allows the user to manage singly the objects of a
graphic project or change titles or texts for crawl in last minute way or even with the
project already on-air.

Device Control: Master Control Switcher, CG and Teleprompter
MediaNewsPlay is able to integrate and control the typical features of a teleprompter,
managing the text of stories created by journalists.
Directly in the rundown MediaNewsPlay allows the user to see and modify the text of the
stories in order to send to the teleprompter the last second changes.

http://www.si-media.tv
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Full compatible with NLEs and Si-Media Newsroom (or similar)
MediaNewsPlay can play files created with most popular nonlinear editing systems
currently in use (Avid MediaComposer, Apple FinalCut Pro and Express, Adobe Premiere
CS, Sony Vegas Pro and Edius GrassValley) integrating them into the rundown in a simple
and fast way. Using MediaStore (Media Asset Management developed by SI Media) in this
process the system is able to normalize the files to copy in the archive.

Manual/Automatic playout video server with A/B Roll support
MediaNewsPlay is a player that can be configured to use one or two video decoders (i.e.
A/B Roll) in order to manage transitions between two clips commanding the master control
switcher.

http://www.si-media.tv
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Decoder and video formats
MediaNewsPlay is the SI Media playout application but the real playout of the files takes
place through a physical DECODER. There are two different types of decoders: the first type
is a decoder board installed in the same machine where MediaNewsPlay runs, the second
one is inside an external Video Server.
The main Video Servers MediaNewsPlay is able to control are:
 OMNEON (now HARMONIC)
o Spectrum (including Channel Port and Media Center)
o MediaDeck
 HARRIS
o NEXIO
 EVS
o XT
o XS
 GRASS VALLEY
o K2
 DVS
o Venice
 XOR-MEDIA
o MediaClient
o MSV-1200
SI Media’s versatility lets the customer choose the best solution for himself.
In the IT solutions proposed by SI Media we usually use AJA Video System boards; LSe and
LHe+ are the models used for the automation. Each video board has analog and
digital\SDI output that can be used at the same time. The LHe+ model can support both
the SD and the HD format.

http://www.si-media.tv
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The image shows an AJA OEM-LHe+ video board.

These are the specifics of AJA Boards we use for play out process.

http://www.si-media.tv
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